
Requires SU-WL905 TV wall mount bracket (sold separately).
Compatible 2024 soundbars – BRAVIA Theater Bar 9, BRAVIA Theater Bar 8
Compatible 2023 soundbars – HT-A5000, HT-A3000
Easily swivel the TV and soundbar in unison for optimal viewing and convenient access to connections.2 Integrated guides keep cables neatly hidden, 
even when swiveling.
Designed for safe and easy installation.
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Sony BRAVIA SUWB1 Soundbar Bracket
Add on the WB1 soundbar bracket to the WL905 TV wall mount (sold separately) for a theater-like experience at home. They swivel in unison, fit close 
to the wall, and complement each other perfectly. The WB1 includes a paintable cable cover that hides the wires between the TV and soundbar.

Bullets

Features

Hang your TV and soundbar as one

Add on the WB1 soundbar bracket to the WL905 TV wall mount (sold separately) for a theater-like experience at home. They swivel in unison, fit close 
to the wall, and complement each other perfectly. The WB1 includes a paintable cable cover that hides the wires between the TV and soundbar.1,3

Swivels for best viewing

You can swivel your wall-mounted TV and soundbar and quickly adjust the angle for optimal viewing and easy access to connections.2,3

Keeps cables neatly hidden

Just run the cables along the guides and they’ll be neatly hidden away. Even when swiveling your TV, the cables are barely visible.3

Designed for safe and easy installation

The WL905 is designed for safe and easy installation, while the magnetic lock system provides secure latching when pushed flush to the wall.3

1. SU-WL905 wall-mount bracket is available for select Sony TVs ranging from 55” class to 85” class. TV and wall mount system sold separately. Hardware included
with wall-mount bracket.

2. Swivel angle depends on TV model and screen size.
3. Shown with SU-WL905 TV wall mount bracket, sold separately. The cable cover is bundled with SU-WB1.
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